HOW HAS YOUR DEFINITION OF SUCCESS EVOLVED OVER TIME?
I used to think that ‘success’ would somehow be obvious and that there would be a specific moment where it could be declared. What I have learned is that everything that looks like a notable success today started as a very modest effort that at the beginning felt ragged, sometimes rushed, and definitely uncertain in terms of its prospects. I’ve come to feel that I should commit for at least 3 years to any initiative I start to give it a good try before I decide whether it truly has potential to become a success. Success is in part about durability and sustainability – even a modest effort that is able to build a sustained track record can eventually achieve meaningful impact. A really good skill to develop is the ability to make good decisions about when to persist and when to pivot.

WHAT ROLE HAS COMMUNITY PLAYED IN YOUR SUCCESS?
The word ‘community’ means many things to me. For some of our work, we focus on geographic communities – cities, towns and rural areas – but most of our work focuses on communities of affiliation, meaning communities defined by shared interests, issues, or roles. I think all scientists want to have impact on others, and often they want to have impact in communities beyond just the academic community. I’m very unlikely to achieve impact if I simply prepare some product and post it or send it somewhere. Meaningful impact is much more likely to be achieved when the community of interest is part of the project from the very beginning. So, the Kanter Award in the Center for Families was created in partnership from the beginning with the community of practitioners who work inside companies to manage policies, programs and policies that affect families, as well as our valued colleagues at the Boston College Center for Work and Family. Measuring Communities and Star Behavioral Health Providers at the Military Family Research Institute were created in close consultation with folks who work on the ground around the country, as well as our valued colleagues at the Purdue Center for Regional Development and the Center for Deployment Psychology at the Uniformed Services University of the Health Sciences.
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